
Pick up to 8 ETFs in a 
portfolio. Dividends will 
be reinvested

See historical returns of the 
portfolio you created

Dynamically adjust allocations 
based on ETFs’ past returns, 
exposure and risks

Fully-DIY custom portfolio

Features 100+ best-in-class 
ETFs from top international 
fund management firms

  Select Custom
  Choose a theme to kickstart

ESG & Clean Energy
Invest in a more sustainable future 
with focus on ESG, clean energy and 
water sustainability

Disruptive Technology
Features ARK funds & more which are 
shaping the future of technology from 
robotics, gaming, cloud computing

Global Income
Highly diversified global bonds portfolio 
which offer high yields at 4.25% p.a. on 
average

Healthcare Innovation
Capture the latest healthcare 
opportunities in genomics, 
biotechnology and pharmaceuticals 

China Growth
Capitalise on China’s new economy 
sectors such as rising consumer class 
and fast-moving internet

  Select Custom
  DIY your own portfolio

Introducing Singapore's first fully-customisable ETF portfolio builder with no minimum investment, 
no lock-ups and automatic dividends reinvesting.

Designed to complement Syfe's Core portfolios, Syfe Select allows investors to build their wealth by 
themes which reflect some of the world's largest mega trends, or a fully DIY portfolio featuring 100+ 
best-in-class ETFs.

Thematic investing is all about identifying powerful, long-term global trends that could shape our 
future. Syfe's investment team has identified a number of transformative forces that are poised to 
reshape our world so that investors can position their portfolios to capitalise on these trends.

Thematic investing is an exciting approach, but it should be used to complement, not replace, your 
current investments. This is also known as core-satellite investing, a strategy Syfe often recommends 
to its clients.

No minimum investment amount

No lock-ins

Free dividend reinvestment

Unlimited, free withdrawals

Low fees starting from 0.35%

www.syfe.com
Syfe is a digital wealth manager licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under a Capital 
Markets Services License (License No: CMS100837). All forms of investments carry risks, including the risk 
of losing all of the invested amount. Such activities may not be suitable for everyone. This advertisement 
has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
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